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adequate provision for progressive training
in rhetorical principles of effectiveness.
This, too, seems to resolve itself into a matter of planning the course. First of all, it is
necessary to allocate specific rhetorical principles to the several centers of expression
for successive grades, with careful provision for proper gradation. An analysis of
recent composition texts and courses of
study will serve to indicate the best current
opinion with reference to the proper placement of specifics of instruction in rhetoric.
Again, it is highly desirable that these items
of instruction be integrated with expressional activities of various types. The
new Virginia Curriculum for Secondary
Schools,10 which is now being tried out experimentally in selected schools, attempts to
facilitate such integration through the listing of specific abilities for development in
connection with the functional centers selected for emphasis in each grade.
A second step is the preparation and use
of score cards for both pupil and teacher
evaluation of the extent to which rhetorical
principles of effectiveness have been applied
in the various activities. Several recent
composition texts developed according to
the functional idea provide score cards for
pupil appraisal of progress. Perhaps the
most effective device is a co-operatively
planned scoring sheet for each unit, listing
items selected for emphasis by both teacher
and pupils.
Finally, learning should be measured not
only in terms of increased facility in expression in various life situations but also in
terms of progress toward the attainment of
desirable language habits, both grammatical
and rhetorical, that are selected for emphasis in a particular series of activities essentially social in nature.
Edward Alvey, Jr.
lOPublished in tentative form by the State
Board of Education, Richmond, Virginia.
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THE NEW-TYPE REPORT
CARD FOR KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY GRADES
Three sample report cards are offered
to show how social, physical, and emotional development may be rated as well
as intellectual growth.
f $ THE co-operation of parents is needed today in order to attain the
maximum of child growth and development in school. One method of gaining such co-operation is through use of the
report card sent to the home. Since learning is no longer considered as merely the
accumulation of knowledge and skills in the
using of tools of subject matter, but a question also of social adjustments, thinking
clearly, facing facts courageously, and
making wise judgments, the report card
should tell something of such habits and
attitudes. It also should express the objectives of the school program and rate the
child's progress in all learnings of the
school. The new-type report then should
give a practical method: (1) of offering
constructive and suggestive help to the
parent, the child, and the teacher; (2) of
rating all phases of growth and development—social, physical, emotional, and intellectual; (3) of administration, so that
too much time in marking is not expected
from the teacher.1
Two years ago, recognizing the need of a
more satisfactory type of report than the
one used at that time in the training school,
a committee2 of four teachers undertook
to construct a report card which would meet
the above mentioned criteria. The following form is the result of this committee's
work.
The report is printed on thin cardboard,
iSee Leaflet No. 41, Report Cards, by Rowena
Hansen, U. S. Department of Interior, Office of
Education, Washington, D. C.
2Miss Ruth Thompson was chairman.
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9^-2 by 7 inches, and is folded through the
middle. Envelopes of appropriate size are
used, so that the card is kept clean when it
is taken home by the child.
The first of the four pages is a conventional form giving the name of the school,
city, name of pupil, grade, year, and teacher,

added for each subject or a space left for
the teacher's remarks to show the child's
progress. Ratings on all phases of the report should be made less often and a place
should be left for remarks under each
group of habits and attitudes. Other revisions are also needed and will probably

HABITS and ATTITUDES

HABITS and ATTITUDES

WORK HABITS;
1. Plans carefully
2. Keeps materials in order
3. Carries out his plan
4. Works independently
5. Follows directions
INITIATIVE
1. Gives suggestions to group
2. Has many things to do
3. Asks for help when needed
4. Uses suggestions well
CONSIDERATION
1. Sympathizes with others
3. Respects ideas of others
3. Thinks of others
4. Has good standard of behavior
RESPONSIBILITY
1. Performs
duties to the best
of his ability
2. Isrules
responsible
to abide by
of the group
3. Completes
a
piece
of work
he plans
HONESTY
1. Respects other's property
2. Takes blame for his mistakes
3. Votes for the best leader
4. Meets difficulties well
5. Plays fairly

1

2

3

4

5

«

COOPERATION
1. Tries to do his part In the group
2. Accepts leadership
3. Follows a leader
4. Takes turns
5. Listens while others talk
4. Volunteers to help
7. Takes criticism easily
8. Plays well with others
PERSONAL HABITS
1. Is always on time
2. Keeps self neat and clean
3. Controls temper
4. Talks in a pleasing voice
5. Pays attention to work
6. Obeys promptly
APPRECIATION
1. Enjoys stories
2. Enjoys poems
3. Likes to sing
4. Carries a tune
5. Enjoys clapping
6. Enjoys skipping
7. Interprets music well
Key: x—Not used in this grade
1—Exceptional
2—Satisfactory
3—Unsatisfactory

1

2

3

4

5

4

FIGURE I
and providing space for the parent's signature six times—once for each report
period. The arrangement of the "inside
spread" (pages 2 and 3) is shown in Figure
1 and page 4 of the report-card, which provides space for the more customary data,
is shown in Figure II.
We have found since using this card, that
the arrangement for rating achievements in
subject matter3 needs revision to show actual accomplishments. Questions similar to
those under habits and attitudes should be
3

See Figure II on page 30.

take place as the activity program is better
understood by the parents. So far, this
form has been used in the first three grades
only. We have found that the use of this
report has helped parents to understand the
objectives of the school and to co-operate
with the school in a specific and consistent
manner. It is also helping to create a more
favorable attitude towards the activity program on the part of the community. The
student teachers feel that this form makes
a definite basis for child study; they feel
that they can more intelligently understand
the child's responses and more clearly see
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his development. The principal of the
school and other administrative officers feel
that this report has contributed specifically
in building a finer morale in the school. The
children feel their responsibilities more definitely, because they know what is expected
of them. These values are well worth the
time spent in thoughtful preparation and
rating of such a report form.
SUBJECTS
Reading
Writing
Arithmetic
Spelling
*
Language
Music
Art
Health
Social Studies
Key: A—Excellent
B—Very Good
C—Good
ATTENDANCE
Days Present
Days Absent
Times Tardy
HEALTH RECORD
Actual Weight
Normal Weight
Height
Eyes

Ears

1

2

4

3

5

6
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topical arrangement was used for this rating, four columns at the right being provided for four separate ratings, with a fifth
column for remarks.
PUPIL'S HOME PROGRESS CARD
MAIN STREET SCHOOL
PRIMARY GRADES
Harrisonburg, Va.
Name
Grade
Teacher
Purpose of Report; The checking of
this report is an opportunity which is offered to each parent. We trust that it will
represent the parent's best efforts to rate
the child concerned as observed at home
according to list of habits and attitudes
found on this report.

D Fair
F—Failure
i 2 3

4

5

6

1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Weight

Teeth

Throat

Keys: V—Satisfactory
X—Slight defect
XX—Bad Defect—Needs to see a specialist or
physician.
Five PoInter„
FIGURE II
At the same time this report was constructed, the kindergarten supervisor4 devised a report sent out in mimeographed
form to be rated by the mothers and returned to the supervisor. In this way she
was able to help mothers know what desirable habits the children should be forming; she thus secured a good type of cooperation from the parents. The following
^Miss Agnes Fitzgerald.

HABITS AND ATTITUDES
DESIRABLE FOR GOOD
CITIZENSHIP
1. Posture:
a. Walks erect
b. Sits tall
c. Stands tall
2. Personal Cleanliness:
a. Keeps hands, face, and clothing
clean
b. Brings clean handkerchief to school
daily
c. Brushes teeth twice daily
d. Brushes hair daily
e. Bathes at least twice a week
f. Keeps objects away from mouth.
g. Covers mouth or nose when coughs
or sneezes
h. Has own tooth brush, towel, and
wash cloth
i. Washes hands before eating
3. Sleeping:
a. Sleeps ten hours daily
b. Goes to bed regularly by eight o'clock
c. Sleeps with window open
d. If routine is interrupted, takes nap
in afternoon
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4. Dressing:
a. Removes outdoor clothing in house
b. Wears clothes loose enough for exercise
c. Wears shoes large enough for comfort and growth
d. Prepares for school promptly
5. Eating:
a. Eats sweets only after meals
b. Drinks four glasses of water daily
c. Eats slowly and chews food well
d. Eats cereal with breakfast each
morning
e. Drinks neither tea nor coffee
6. Controlling self:
a. Plays fair
b. Keeps cheerful
c. Tries to do his best
d. Controls temper
Key;

1. Excellent; 2. Very Good;
3. Good; 4. Poor.

This year the supervisor of the kindergarten5 has constructed a different form for
use in the kindergarten. This is also sent
out in mimeographed form. But there are
three ratings a year instead of six as in the
primary grades. For small children too frequent ratings do not allow enough time for
improvements and growth to take place.
The form as used now follows, except
that the report blank itself contains three
columns at the right hand side for ratings
in Fall, Winter and Spring, and a fourth
column for the teacher's remarks.
KINDERGARTEN RECORD
Main Street School—193 -193
Kindergarten Supervisor
Explanation: The left-hand column of
this report will tell you some of the desirable habits we try to cultivate in the
kindergarten children. We ask your cooperation in helping to make these habits
permanent. The right-hand column indicates your child's development :
5

Miss Nellie Walker
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Habits which show normal growth are
marked
v
Habits which are well developed are
marked
Habits which need development are
marked
—
DESIRABLE HABITS
I. Social Habits
1. Works and plays happily with others
2. Speaks courteously and in a pleasant tone of voice to children and
teachers
3. Listens attentively while others are
talking
4. Avoids annoying other children
5. Says "Good morning," "Please,"
"Thank you," "Excuse me" at the
proper times
6. Shares materials and takes turns
willingly
7. Takes off and puts on his own wraps
and hangs them up carefully
II. Intellectual Habits
1. Is alert and curious about the world
about him and asks thoughtful questions
2. Has information to contribute in
group discussions
3. Is interested in group problems and
accepts or gives helpful suggestions
4. Is creative in his ideas and resourceful in adapting materials to suit his
needs
5. Uses good judgment in making
choices
HI. Health Habits
1. Is happy and emotionally stable
2. Has good muscular control
3. Is able to relax and rest quietly
4. Covers his mouth and nose when
sneezing or coughing
5. Keeps himself neat and clean
IV. Work Habits
1. Thinks and plans as he works
2. Is interested in many different activities and materials
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3. Takes responsibility in solving his
own problems and completing his
job
4. Shows growth in ability to handle
tools (scissors, paint brush, saw,
hammer, crayons)
5. Puts away work and playthings
without being reminded
6. Makes trials himself before asking
for help
V. Language Habits
1. Shows increasing ability to speak
clearly and to use good English
2. Can tell about experiences interestingly
3. Listens attentively and enjoys stories
and poems
4. Can tell several poems and stories
VI. Musical Abilities
1. Can sing songs in tune
2. Can respond to rhythmic melodies
3. Enjoys listening to piano and victrola selections
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the kindergarten could help in h.. development? Please use the space indicated below.
We hope you will visit the school often.
I shall be glad to talk with you about h...
progress at any time.
Sincerely,
FALL REPORT
WINTER REPORT
SPRING REPORT
Any one observing these kindergarten
children at work in school could not help
noticing the splendid adjustments most of
the children are making. The fine attitude
each child has towards school life, towards
each other, and towards the teachers is impressive. The mothers, too, are reporting
development and growth in habits and attitudes at home. We feel a great deal of
this excellent co-operation by the parents
is made possible by these report forms.
Virginia Buchanan

PARENT'S SIGNATURE
Fall
Winter
Spring
The kindergarten supervisor also requests
the mothers to record and send to her a list
of improvements noticed at home since the
child has been attending kindergarten. The
mothers are also asked to suggest any improvements the child needs to make. Most
of the mothers have co-operated well in
doing this with the result that many habits
and attitudes are now being consistently
developed by teacher and parent. A copy
of this form is given here:
PARENTS' REPORT
My dear Mr. and Mrs
On this sheet we would be glad to have
you tell us of the development you have
noticed in
Also,
will you suggest ways in which you feel

DISORDERED GLANDS HANDICAP
PERSONALITY
The ductless glands of the body have immense influence upon personality, and every
parent should know something about them
and their functions, so that gland unbalance
in the growing child can be detected. The
best known glands in the body are the thyroid in the neck, the pituitary at the base
of the brain, the thymus in the chest under
the breast bone, the parathyroids at each
side of the neck, the adrenals in the abdomen, and the pancreas near the stomach.
When any of these glands do not function
properly, marked physical and mental deviations result in the growing child. Children with a lack of thyroid are slow pokes
in school through no fault of their own."
—Dr. Josephine H. Kenyan.
Better not to be at all than not be noble.
Tennyson

